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The conflict reached a boiling point two
weeks ago when Robert Lott, a black who
directed student services, was demoted to
a ccunselor position. 'fhe caucus claimed
the ·ihasty and unwarrent.tld" move was
basically a racist putdown. It has also
�cen rumored that two black deans, Dr.
Alfono;o Sherman of the college of cultural
studies and Dr. Roy Cogdale of the college
of h u man learning, are soon to be fired.
Earlier this year, students charged that
a freeze on enrollments in the urban
teacher education and the human services
prog ra m s was racially motivated. Al
though university officials claimed the
freeze was rnquired bccaus� both pro
grams were over-enrolled, Moore said a
greater flexibility is practiced In other

GSU departments. The caucus contends
the freeze is a thinly disguised way of
gelling rid of black students.
.
Officials at Governors State University
In suburban Park Forest South will meet"
with members of the school's Black Cau·
cus today in an effort to resolve heated
chargcs of racism and avert a proposcd
student boycott .
The -1,500-student university has a 311 per
cent black enrollment, but the number of
black students has declined recently due to
an admission freeze on several programs
whi ch attracted minorities.
The campus was the scene last week of
a pray-in Ly members of the caucus in
front of the home or the vice president for
academic affairs. Students also expressed
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their displeasure by
streets leading to tlte school and blocking
the flow of traffic. "A boycott is a definite
possibility," said Dr. William Moore, professor of urban teacher education and a
member of U1e Black Caucus. "The tension Is very high and something has to be
done."
David Curtis, an aide tO GSU President
William Engbretson; said. he hopes the
Monday meeting will calm the storm, but
he added that oCficials will not discuss spe
cifics oi the Lott case at that time. "There
is a general tone of suspiCion and distrust
about moves we are making," he said,
"and wany believe they stem from "rac
ism.

This

Is not so.

CHICAGO DEFENDER-JtiONDAY, MARCH 8,1976
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Minority Caucus Charged:

March 8.
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Areas of concern �bout each unit will be presented by members of the black
community.
We are asking you to respond to the areas of concern with factual
information relevant to the allegations of the existence of racism in your
unit.
May we suggest that you address yourself to the following broad
categories, as well.

1.

You have been invited to participate in a discussion on "Racism" at GSU,
on Monday, March 8, 1976, at 10:00 a.m.
You were selected to participate
because the unit for which you are chief administrator is perceived by many blacks, woaen, and other minorities to have evidenced racism.
Racism Is
being defined, by us, to mean action "putting down or keeping down on the
bas 1s of race. •

1.

A

2.

(a )

An

(b)

An acknowledgement of not knowing what to do ab�ut the problens.

Hiring practices and procedures in your unit- your atteapts to comply
with affir.ative action guid�lines:
- what is the percentage of minorities in your unit?
- what are your target ratios?
- what specific plans have you developed to improve your unit's actual
"
hfring of minorfties 1

Over the last six �nths, various members of the Minority Caucus have met
with a variety of aO.inistrators to distuss the issues of racism at the
University.
Typically, these administrators - white males, have responded
in several w�ys to the alleg3tions of racism.

- how

do promotional patterns, retention recom.endations and evaluation
procedures afrect minorities?

denial that overt racfs� exists at the University.
acceptance of the truth of the allegation but a feeling
that because racism is endemic in the society nothinq can
be
at GSU.

done

4.

\

1976

Dear

3.

t

A counter-allegation that tho�e who charge racism are themselves
racists.

2.

Budgeting procedures in your unit as it related to minorities.

3.

Leadership development of �inorities.

4.

Personal leadership in alleviating perceived racism.

5.

Recruitment of minority students.

6.

Support - financial and academic of recruited students.
- what academic programs �ave been developed in your unit to serve
the real needs of·minor1ty students?

A promise of a continued dialogue about racism

Obvio•Jsly many of our discussions have been exercises in futility- bf:cause
of the eva�ion and dishonesty, we've faced.
Therefor� we need not deb�te
whether racism does exist at GSU.
What we need are some honest answers about
what can, is and will be done to eliminate racism wh�re it is found to exist.
It is not necessary that the Minority Caucus prove that racism does exist
here, but rather that the Administration can deMonstrate that racism does no�

- what financial support has been provided for low-income students?
He look forward to your involvement in this forum and encourage you to participate
at a level that ensures constructive and positivP dialogue.
Our most important
objectives for this series of dialogues are to resolve concrete problems, to
alleviate racial divisiveness and to ensure the developm�nt of a model for
interracial and cross-cultural communication, living/learning and decision
making.

exist.
To minimize meaningless rhetoric and to help ensure the accomplishment of
specific, concrete, definable objectives, we are developing the following
format which must be followed.

The following persons discussed the rationale and format for this meeting on
racism:
Roy Cogdell, Alma Walker, William Moore, AI Sherman, Clara Anthony,
Ted Andrews, Virg Piucci, Mary Robertson, Tom layzell, Dave Curtis.
Sincerely,
The Minority Caucus

Page Two

Ignor-ance Mentioned

'Racism at GSU Charged'
"Although this workshop is
sponsored by the m i nority
caucus, it will deal with causes
that concern us all," said Dr.
Alma Walker at the forum on
racism Monday, March 8, at 10
a.m.
Opening with a prayer b)
Hobby M i l ls, the discussion
centered on atrocities committed
on black students and faculty.
The goals expressed were 0) to
foster an academic excellence so
t h a t m i norities c a n work
together, and (2) to extract itself
of ideologies working against the
above.
The purposes given were (1) to
create a forum to discuss issues,
12) search for truth, (3) demand
reparation for injustice, (4)
demand reform, and (5) bring in
outside mediators if all else fails.
Dr. Alfonso Sherman, Dean of
CCS, said that he came in 1970
and was one of the original
planners of CCS. He raised five
issues about BPS and EAS: ( 1 )
fa ilure to hire a n adequate
proportion of black professors,
12) failure to recruit an adequate
number of minority students, (3)
failure to develop a variety of
academic experiences which we
feel that the minority students
should have, (4) fai lure to
p r o v i d e f a c u l t y l e a d e rs h i p
sensitive to needs of minority
students, and (5) failure to
provide adequate support
services to students who are
matriculating i n va rious
colleges.
Ted Andrews, vice-pres ident
of Academic Affairs, told the
audience that racism does not
disappear just because you hire a

c e r t a i n n u m b e r of b l a c k
professors. I n defense o f
Engbretson, he said that the
pr e s i d e n t b o u g h t t h e book
Beyond Racism and urged the
faculty to read it .

·

Peter Fenner, Dean of EAS,
said that he finds it hard to accept
the fact that he is defending
racism when he has worked so
hard to give minority students an
opportunity to go to college.
Fenner joined the staff in 1970
and said that the proportion of
minority students is 44%.
Bobby Mills, Professor in CCS,
stated that racism c a n be
institutional or personal, and that
we are dealing with institutional
racism.
Ruben Austin, Dean of BPS,
said that budgetary
considerations prevent recruiting
and hiring of more black faculty.
The ratio of minority faculty in
various colleges is as follows :
EAS, 4 out of 35; CCS, 3 out of 1 3 ;
BPS, 3 black, 2 Chicano, out o f 13;
and HLD, 2 black.
Ja m e s S a n d ers , S t u d e n t
Assistant Dean of CCS, said that
the issue is Bob Lott. "We, the
students, are outraged by the
demotion of Bob Lott . . . . . . " How
can you justify the replacement
of Doug Davis who has bee n
proven incompetent? We think
that we cannot afford any more of
this harassment."
D u a n e Ja c k s o n , s t u d e n t
representative, asked why Bob
Lott was not given a chance to
implement some of the proposed
programs.
Lincoln Ashford, chairman of
the Board of Governors, said that
Engbretson's refusal to speak on

the issue of LoU's termination is
like "f- ---- us in the a--. If we
have to close down the university,
we will."
The student protest, instigated
by Ed Washington, returned and
agreed to meet with Engbretson
at 1 : 30 to discuss the demotion of
Bob Lott.
Student Becky K ?Uer discussed
the need for 1r.o, e student
services due to the greater
number of students. Also, she
said that health care was not
allowed to go to a referendum .
Engbretson responded b y saying
that Lott never conducted a
referendum on that issue. He also
said that because there is not
enough money for more staff, the
s i x counselors that Lott
requested could not be hired.
Bobby Mi lls spoke again,
saying that blacks have been
treated as inferior here. He said
that less than 10% of the students
are served by student services;
whereas 100% are served by A &
R. Yet, A & R is not functioning
well, and Bob Hauwiller was
never fi red. E n g bretson

•••• 2

responded by saying that A & R is
doing what should be done by
computer and that GSU spends
more money than Western
Illinois University does on A & R.
Virginio Piucci, vice president
of Research and Innovation, said
t h a t to e l i m i na te r a c i s m ,
students should recommend
mi nority people to available
positions. He also said that the
faculty should volunteer to help
students with basic lea rning
skills.
Paul Hill, University Advocate,
stated that black professors have
left "because of a plantation-type
system, where administrators
say "You can work here, but we
still run it."
Eugene V i nyard, personnel
officer, asked for feedback from
Civil Service employees, who

play a vital role in serving
students. To Bill Wickersham, he
addressed several question on
BPO.
William More, Professor in
HLD, asked why human relations
services are closed for additional
funding when minorities need
these services. He was disturbed
by the fact that tutoring centers
sponsored by GSU were closed
down, especially the one in
Altgeld Gardens.
Dr. Clara Anthony finally
·adjourned the meeting a nd
agreed to assemble at 1 : 30 for
sepa ration into di scussion
groups.
note: Ironically, the
innovator's printer refused to set
this article as originally written
because of the language used.
Editor's

And Show Them Their Right?
Everyone who is emotionally disturbed over the recent shuffle in
Student Services, mainly, the action taken against Bob Lott, is
encouraged to speak his/ her mind at the next scheduled B-0-G
meeting at GSU on March 18, 1976, at 9:00 a.m. Show concern;
support Robert Lott and others. You could be next!

/

Amid the winds of change

-

GSU' ers fight for real answers
Governor's State, a fledgling
University-Community, entered
phase two of it s existence when
Change swept through the in
a
from
Moving
stitution.
relatively ineffectual level of
performance, the Community is

A discussion of "racism at
GSU" was held between ad
ministrators and members of the
black caucus Monday, March 8,
in the community conference
room.

"putting down or keeping down
on the basis of race."
Black caucus literature states
that various members of the
minority Caucus have met with
administrators during the past

six months to duscuss racism.
The administra tive responses
reportedly are;

allegation but a feeling that
because racism is endemic in the
society nothing can be done at
GSU.
3. Acknowledgement of not
knowing what to do about the
problems.
4. a promise of continued
dialogue about racism
The Minority Caucus says that
there is no cause to discuss the
reality of racism because it does

facing up to it s indolence which
permeated administration,
faculty and student bod y alike
since the move into the beautiful
building two years ago.

The black caucus had invited
members of units within GSU
that have been perceived by
minority students as displaying
racism. "Racism" is defined by
the black caucus as meaning

SSAC

asks for Lott's return

The Student Services Advisory
Committee voted March 4 to
censure President Engbretson
"for his inappropriate actions
culminating with the dismissal of
Bob Lott as Director of Student
Services." The censure motion
also included the president's
cabinet.
SSAC also called for the im
mediate re-instatement of Lott
and re-affirmed their support for
him.
Bob Lott was re-assigned to
counselor, effective March 1, and
Doug Davis was appointed Acting
Director of Student Services.
Since then, several meetings
were held by the Black Caucus
and other student-faculty groups
to discuss the problem. There has
been no official reason given for
the dismissal except a vague
difference
in
philosophical
positions." Both parties declined
comment until the appeal, which
has been instituted by Mr. Lott,
has been acted UP9Jl. Qne unof
ficial source said that one of their
reasons for Lott's dismissal is the
failure of Student Services to
remain open at night and on
Saturdays. Interestingly enough,
Civil Service contracts specify

In an apparent protest, the
secretary of Student Services,
Cathy Cyst, resigned because "I
resent being out in the middle of
things." Cathy had been asked by
Doug
to
remove
Tom
Passemores' belongings from his
office. When Tom returned the
next day and confronted Doug
about the move, Doug said that
Cathy had done it, Tom ex
plained.
Doug was not at the meeting
because of class commitments. A
discussion was held about the
twenty minutes notice by David
to that effect.
Several members complained
about Davis' initial failure to
come in and talk things over.
Instead, they said he came in
without saying anything and
moved everything around, cut off
the phones, and froze the funds.
In other actions, a request by

and

their

2. Acceptance of the truth of the

Ted Andrews to speak through
representatives went unheard by
the SSAC, apparently because
those representatives didn't have
time to wait their turn and left
early in the meeting.
Notification was received by
SSAC, unfreezing SSAC funds,

which had been previously frozen
by administrative action. A call
for help from SSAC funded clubs,
a plea for cooperation with SSAC
from other GSU units, and a
request to hold a working
meeting on a day to be
nounced, was discussed.

an

A definite polarization has taken
place among the students since
racism has become the issue,
effectively dividing student
power. Almost everyone has had
some kind of problem.

GSU Grounds to be turned
over to ·Park Forest P. D.
"When the Park Forest District
is created, I'll bring them in and
give them the grounds," an
nounced President Engbretson
during his recent talk with the
co m m u n i t y on Wed n e s d a y ,
February 1 1 , l!r76.
"The YMCA," the president

e x p l ained , "ha s b e en w e l l
received b y community leaders
outside the university. I have
received nothing but praise from
them."
Responding to a question from
the audience, which consisted of
about ten

persons during

the

afternoon session, the president
said the YMCA has created "a
couple minor problems, parking
being one of them."
A question was raised about the
parking fee and the president
answered, "ff you go the Circle
Campus you'll pay a dollar. We
charge you only 50(."
The president spoke for about a
half hour, frequently calling on
staff members seated in the
audience to answer questions.

At

a

Spec i a l

Students,

Meeting

President

One student, who said he didn't
read the Innovator, comented on
the lack of readily available basic

with

Engbr etson

by his original decision to

day hours only.
SSAC's motion also included a
vote of no-confidence in Doug
Davis, the newly appointed
Acting Director, because of "his
ad
the
to
commitment
ministration

1. Denial that overt racism
exists at GSU.

exist. What needs to be done is
discover ways to eliminate
racism where it does exist.
C harges of Racism were
leveled a t GSU white ad
ministrators by the Black Caucus
during a meeting attended by
over one hundred students. The
meeting was the first attempt by
the administration and the Black
caucus to iron things out since the
recent dismissal of Bob Lott, a
black, from the position of
Director Student Services.
Tension has risen dramatically
throughout the University with
charges being thrown out by
everyone. Students reactions
vary from overt protest to mild
annoyance over the racist issue.
There seems to be a touch of
protest in every person talked to.

information. A staff member
replied, "There's an information
office over there."

Bob Lott.

When asked about student
activity fees , the president called
upon EAS Sad, who gave a brief
rundown.

in

tentions."

America's Two-Pronged War

This One
Doesn't Fit

Ed Ford

The People of Angola

GSU Student, Jerome Starks home
was called at 10 : 00 A.M. Sunday March
7, l!r76, and his young daughter Natalie

government and the Union of

answered the phone. To her surprise,

South

the voice on the other end responded by
role at GSU!" Later that afternoon
another call was received, this time by
his wife, again the same message, only
this time a bit more hostile. He hoped
was

the

last

of

the

acts

of

of self-determination. Freedom
movements throughout these
occupied areas bas r eceived

Disappointment prevailed; another call
came that same evening at 7:30P.M.
This time the callers rage was to the

because

of

the

intense than ever. The question that
arises with this incident is the
individual freedoms guaranteed all

does get involved she stands to
l o s e b i l l i o n s and b i l l i o n s.

forces occupying Nambia, some
questions have been raised

manner for his committment. I say to
all students at GSU, a familiar quote, "I
may not agree with what you say, but I
will defend to the death your right to
it"!! And to finally quote an

l

••••••••.-••••••••••••••••

America

is

fighting

a

two

pronged war, one abroad and one
at home. People say the days of
concentrationcampsare over:. but

they are still being maintained. I
they don't get involved, the hope America doesn't plan to
people who really run this ·deal with Black Americans in the
country will lose billions and style she dealt with Japanese
billions of dollars, but if America Americans in World War II

Rhodesia, South Africa, and

pressing issues at GSU, he most
certainly can not be restricted in any

black

into a very sticky situation. If

challenge and ultimately defeat
the racist governments o f

people. Also if this student, Jerome
Starks, so chooses to be involved with

large

population in the USA which
identifies with their African
heritage. This forces America

needed help from Black Mrican
nations, primarily new in
dependent nations. With the
growing strength of the masses to

boiling point and the message was more

say

overt

and become closer to their goals

calls.

admired broadcaster on WVON, yours
truly Roy Wood "Now Run and Tell
that"!!!

Mrica's

aggression. Now the tide of public
attention is turning to Rhodesia,
Namibia, and the Union of South
Africa. Freedom movements
throughout these countries ·grow

saying "Tell your daddy to cool out his

that

have

been successful in fighting off the
imperialist attempts of the U.S.

concerning a race war and
b l o o d b a t h s or w h a t e v e r .
Questions have also come up
concerning what effect, if any,
this would have on black-white
relations here in the U.S.A.
America can't afford to get tied
up in a war in Southern Mrica

.... .
�

t

:··
.
..

because it's a different time and
different people.

;M

Editorial·

_
Competency is not klioWing wiiat you kiiow !
Competency is knowing what you don't
know...

_ _ _ ___________

·

by T. Mandel

A Truce

How You Walk by How You Talk
The battle at GSU is muddled. Smoke still lies thick in the air. So thick, the
light comes only as shadows. So dark, the monster lurks unseen on the horizon.
The battles now being fought demand immediate attention while, as yet
barely noticed, an invisible bomb is already exploding. Advancing every so
steadily the cloud looms over us. Already the first battle has been fought and
lost. The monster, bit by bit, attacks again.
Look up and take heed . We have our own throats in our grasp. We strangle
children to keep them quiet! Look up and take heed.
The testing program strikes again.
Seriously, last year, a moratorium was called on testing by a University
professor at GSU. Did anyone hear? Listen to what they are saying now! Plans
for a graduate testing program have been said to have been drawn up. Hey,

wail a minute!
Intellectual testing in a competency based institution? Stupidity? Ignorance?
lncompetance? Necessary? Insane? Progress?
The testing program at GSU, without a control exam (exit exam) is useless.
Implementation of the exit exam will provide the control necessary but will also
reflect, possibly, the lowest test scores in the nation - simply because
intellectual testing cannot measure competency "especially" when the
education is competant. <It totally disregards creativity, for example.)
Lets trip into the future...
"Illinois Experimental University fails" the head line says. Panic! The
forces come down. In order to increase our test scores we will educate what that
test tests. Instructors will be told what to teach, students will be told what to
learn. Tests become mandatory. The score goes up. Congrat ulations! The
victory is ours!!! We win...

YMCA deal is a steal
A recent editorial in the Star Tribune applaud the YMCA at GSU and the
President of GSU says he has received nothing but praise about the YMCA
Those comments testify to the appropriateness of the YMCA and on face value
that says something. Nothing but praise, no protest, the case is closed.
Not quite. Not until we take a look at the other side of the YMCA coin. The
administration has said they were discussing the YMCA proposal long before it
was "brought out." When it was brought out, three weeks was all it took to get it
passed in the Assembly. BOG said they would accept the proposal only if there
were no student protest. The student protest that was made apparently wasn't
enough. Everyone knows it is a rush job.
The YMCA moves into GSU. It costs a student $14 for a "pass". It costs that
same student $57 for a family pass .

There is student discontent among the students but discontent doesn't seem
to be a good reason to change things at GSU. Organized protest? The seventf
students that used the facilities before the Y came in have all signed up.
The rest of the students have nothing unless they pay for it. In other words,
they have to "keep out." Gates, spikes, locked doors...things begin to form a
pattem.
There's one more thing. How much does the YMCA pay GSU for rent of our
facilities? We don't know yet. However we have a quote directly from the
Director of the YMCA who said to my brother, The GSU deal is a steal."
OK. There is the other side of the coin. One side, the other side. How do you
call it?
"

When you have a minute
GSU has four main parking lots. Each lot has two entrances, ea�h consiSting
of two narrow roadways with a small island in-between. On this island stands

the coin collecting box and gate. By dropping � into the box, the gate
raises, permitting entry to the parking lot.
Instead of a gate at the exit lane, retractable spikes have been installed In the
road bed effectively allowing movement in one direction only - out! To top it
off, it is difficult to turn into the entry and exit lanes. Often driven have had to
back up and manipulate the automobile through the lanes.

Every day, every one at GSU passes through these gates - looking at grim
reminders of..well, what would spikes remind you of?
The �l2ry is yet to come. In addition to the gates and spikes, each entrance

has a six inch steel and concrete post imbedded into the roadway. Not on the
Island, mind you, but in the roadway. Some posts extend fully 12 inches into the
road.
The posts have been painted yellow. But some of the paint has been scraped
off. Close examination will show that the paint has been scraped off numerous
times - as much as a hundred small scrapes mark those yellow posts. Guess
from what?
The Innovator has brought this illegal Rip-off to the attention of the
community several times with no response. Apparently no-one has been able to
ascertain the cause of those scrapes and take corrective action. Or maybe
they don't feel they have to...

I propose a truce. I propose a truce because I don't know of anyODe who can
honestly call himself competaat at everythiDg. EveryODe has something to
learn.
Governors State University still can be a place to come to and· forget
ignorance.
Now is the time to work together, not fight together, aacl save the chUd from
suffication.
We have found battle fruitful. Most of

us

know that is what we don't want. A

truce would seem most appropriate. A conditional truce In lieu of all out war.
I propose these conditions:
A. Until such time deemed otherwise, all members of the community will
congregate for one-half hour immediately after the lunch hour each day to
discuss "the state of the Union"ln the Hall of Govemon.

B. An Ad Hoc committee wUI be formed by the University Assembly whose
goals and mandate is to create the goals and mandates of the "Feedback
Committee," who then would compare the performance of all the Units within
the GSU community in relation to the Mandates of the University, and make
those findings known by June, 1 976. 'lbe first could be student services.

C. Introduce to the University Assembly a "motion from the community"
motion.

D. Publication by the University Assembly and the Standing Committees in

the form of a newsletters all the activities of those units. Startiag with a
summary at the past Semesters Accomplishments.

E. A student referendum "Should Bob LoU be re-Instated?
t

'Ibis truce could be effective forever.

Why we can't talk about it
There is something called feedback which is what this is - A report of the

state of the community. I W(!Uld like to talk more of feedback.
Feedback is an essential link in cybernestic synthesis and is as necessary as
the message (in communication jargon) itself is to the manifested total. How
ever this is only true if "Total communication" is the desired state.
The basic concept behind this "feedback thing" can be translated into
business jargon simply this way.

Henry L. Sisk, i� his book "Principles of Management- 2 Systems Approach
to the Management Process" considers management as a "process" in which
there are four basic simultaneously applied "functions: " 1 Planning, 2.
Organizing, 3. Directing, 4. Controlling.
The first three are self defining- the fourth needs an explanation here. The
control function," Sisk says, "measures present performance in relation to
expected standards of performance, and as a result o!lsadl comparison, it can
be determined whether or not corrective action is needed to bring present
performance in line with the expected performance expressed as standards."
All this could be accomplished by a committee given the responsibility to
review and evaluate the past and present performance of the varied
organizations of GSU in relation to the goals and mandates.
Such a committee could be established by an University Assembly Ad hoc
committee whose goal and mandate would be to create the goals and mandates
of the Feedback committee.
"

As all of this takes time, an emergency stop-gap measure should be
immediately implemented to provide, right now, that information necessary for
competant managemental decisions. One alternative would be to ask each
organizational unit to write it's own self-evaluation honestly.
Since we are on the subject of innovation, what about a daily "Talk-Together"
every day after lunch for 1/ 2 hour?
And a "motion from the floor" capability at the University Assembly when
anyone can introduce a law.
And <more?)

Your economy frame of reference

leaves much to be desired
GSU has seen a great deal of change over the past two yean - mOt!lt of which.
is justified according to administrative policy.
But the �estion is; "For whom have those changes been made?" An analysis
of tm: off1c1al reasons given for some o( these changes mighi answer that
question.
Centralized Registration was adopted to lessen the load on A & R, an
administrative function. The Trimester was also adopted to lessen the load on A
& R. The overload policy was adopted to lessen the load on the faculty. <Self
paced instruction went out the window.) The testing program was adopted to
solve an administrative problem; (measurement of progress) .

There have been some programs introduced but not adopted. T he Senior
Scholar Scholarship program was vetoed because "lt should be up to the next

Tax without representation'?
Students aren't any different than anyone else so what should they always be
in the right. Philosophical stands are great, but what are you letting go down.

We see a lot of talkin' but very little walkin' That is part of the time. Then there
is the one or two who do the work. Ignorant fools. "Let them do it, we'll tell them
bow ." They learn how and leave, leaving you with two years of work to do but
all you can do is talk about it. Then there is the suburban housewife. So
impressed with everything "The)! can't be wro�." Everybody has a voice,
something to say. 4000 voices. The President can only hear one..if there is one.

President to decide," an administrative game.
Certainly, there are other valid reasons for these changes. Reasons we are
unaware of. It probably would be difficult to verify that these reasons stated
above are "the" reasons for change.
Those persons involved with bringing about those changes owe it to the
community to do some soul searching. They should ask themselves if those
changes were brought about for "administrative ease."
Because if they were, then the operating functions of GSU favor
'administration ease over competant education.
Responsible leaders should evaluate the motives behind recent
administrative changes and change things before administrative solutions
become University Mandates. Preventive medicine cures.

,

Open letter to BHE
Doesn't it seem strange that some
people at GSU are afraid of expressing
t h e m s e l v e s "b e c a u s e o f t h e
consequences."
Governors State University still can
become a community where people
from different cultures can come to and
set an example for the world. Some
people dreamed of that in "the old
school."
But, now, all we can do is copy what's
goin' down "out there," and they're

sayin' we're incompetent at that "ia
here"!
It's time to decide; the fork in the
road is in front of us and the iaw of
nature follows the path of least
resistance. You have been forcing us to
become what we are now! Get of( our
backs and help us get-together.
Don't tell us you can't afford to let the
blacks and whites get down with some
livin' together.

Open Letter to the Doctors
Open letter to the President
·

I'm writing this because in our last
issue <Mar 1, 1976) I didn't say
anything. It seems no one else did
either. Now there are hundreds of ideas
floating around and what needs to be
said might very well be drowned out.
I've watched you, Mr. President, as
long as I've been here, with what I
always considered ,"an open mind."
During that time I've f!lade ce!U! n
observations of your actions. ThiS 1s

what I want to talk to you about.
There is something most parents are
aware of, something we call "setting
the example." Now some of us know,
irrespective of good or bad, that the
child wiU follow our example. This is a

fact of life- not a thoery or intellectual
hypothesis. We want to discuss your
example. After all, you are the

President.
The Captain of the Ship, we all know,
is responsible for the performance of
his ship and for the performance of all
sa ily, a
of his men. This is not, necesr
this is
know
all
we
is,
That
life.
of
fact

true, but it doesn't always happen.

Mr. President, we all ve. waiting for
you to accept the responsibility for the
performance of your "ship." Do YQU see
what I mean by example?
Now, 1 suspect, that you believe GSU
is doing great. I suspect that because
last year you said so. A couple of weeks
ago, you said you had received nothing
but praise about the YMCA at GSU.

And you act as if that was true . I hope
I'm wrong. Psychosis, you see, has
bee n defined as "seeing illusion as
reality." (Journal of Human Learning
and Development - GSU.. . > We also
know "it" can happen to everyone i.e. you don't have to be crazy to act like

it.
Your past serious illness may have
shown you how insignificant your being
is inrelation to what your being does. If
that is the case, you will understand
what I am doing.
Venerable Sir, why hast thou sub
jected a fellow being to thy con
tradiction?
For example - you recently sent
SSAC a letter in which you stated your
preference for "de-centralization" of
Student Services - Let's forget about
Bob Lott for the moment - but what

·

example do you set?
Did you not create, or allow to be
created, a vice president of academic
affairs and is not this position officially
shown in the GSU manual as being
above the four Deans? Sir, remember
we are talking about a fact. You speak
(j De-centralization, while you set an
example of Centralization. Are you
talkin' forwards, but walkin' back
wards?
Mr. President, a lot of people are
wondering about that . . .
A lot of people are also wondering
about the Student Government here at
GSU. We don't have one you know.
That's unique but can it really be
r e g a r d e d i nn o v a t i v e ? C a n y o u
remember who was responsible for that
administrative error?
We're wondering about that too.
Let's talk about the YMCA. Mr.
President, the director of the YMCA
program and my brother (who is not at
GSU) were conversing about the Y at

breath didn't go in. Everything was so
still. I knew, then, it was time for him to
die. Jim came in and closed his eyes
and went back out to call the am
bulance. Everything was so still. I
couldn't see his heart beating anymore.
I put my mouth to his again and blew.
Still, the breath didn't go it. I pounded
on his chest but only half-heartedly. It
was time for him to go. And he did.
Everything was so still.
Two days later I realized why my
breath didn't go into his body - his
tongue. . . . My father didn't die from his

not news, Mr. President, to the students
at GSU. They already know all about

the YMCA. And it isn't news that the Y
deal was rushed through the system either- with only a token effort toward
legality. Legality? We're supposed to
be talking about "innovations" - not
"legality!"
The testing program, which you
supported, is going to backfire. In
tellectual testing is a no-no, Mr.
P r es i d e n t , in com p e t a n c y - b a se d
educational systems. Soon, the results
(j those tests will be made known and
GSU will fail, because non-verbal
education does little for the intellect.
GSU will become national news as a
failure - an experiment that didn't

I

stroke, or his diabetes, or his kidney
shutdown, but from suffocation after
swallowing his tongue. His doctor didn't
tell us of the plastic tube used in
hospital& to prevent the comatose
patient from swallowing his tongue. I
wonder a lot about that doctor. He's the
bead of Internal Medicine at Lagrange
C o m m u n i t y M e m o r i a l G e n e r al
Hospital.
Since then I've changed my opinions
(j doctors.
While I'm at GSU, I regard the title of
Doctor to be a novelty given to someone
who spent a long time going to school. I
don't automatically assume any doctor
knows any more than anyone else
simply because he is a "Doctor". I've
found out, when it comes down to life
and death - "Doctor" doesn't mean
anything. It's the person who does
something or nothing.

T. Mande I

Student Body Speaks, Say�?
To the Board of Governors &: President
Engbretson:
We the students of GSU are outraged
at the unprofessional and questionable
request for Robert Lott's resignation on
February 20, 1976. We are further
outraged at his demotion upon his
refusal to submit his resignation. We
are collectively opposed to the
demotion of a man who has take�

personal interest in the Student Body as
a whole. Further, how can you justify
the reinstatemtnt of Mr. Doug Davis, a

proven incompetent, who Mr. Lott
replaced.?
we· demand Mr. Robert Lott's im
mediate reinstatement with full
cooi>eration from the Administrative
level of GSU. We demand that Mr. LoU
be afforded the necessary resources for
Student Services especially in the area
of finance and personnel. We feel that
Mr. Lott's reinstatement will be
beneficial to all concerned.
This is your Student Body Speaking.

Unsigned

How He Walks by How He Talks?
test going to show them that I can't
TO THE EDITOR:
handle being a School Counselor after I
I understand that the Academic Wing
of GSU is seriously considering the
have spent four months actually
working as a counselor under faculty
establishment of a "Masters Com
prehensive Evaluation." In other · supervision? Will it prove any one of
you can manage a job in the business
words, someone wants all graduate
world or the sciences or the arts? You
students to pass some sort of test before
they receive their degrees. If memory
know it won't!
So why have the test? Very simple,
serves, feeble as it is, I believe I have
seen various university publications
my dear Watson.
Who am I talking about? I don't
that specifically state: 'GSU does not
uses tests; this is a competency-based
know. It's just a rumor right now. I am
institution.'
writing this so that the rest of you aks
enough questions and raise enough hell
I am offended by this blatant con
so that it stays a rumor. If you don't
tradiction. Whoever came up with this
idea must think the rest of us are fools. · trust yourself enough to graduate from
Does this person(s) question whether this place on what you have learned
my participation in modules at GSU
from your own work and the faculty's,
then shut up and let it happen. But if
demonstrates my competency? Are the
you came to GSU because you couldn't
module coordi nators and advisors
stomach the way nearly every other
being told that they are not competent
to evaluate me? The idea of having a
graduate program is run, then you had
general test prove whether or not I am
better get out and protect yourself.
competent in a particular area cer
John E. Gray
tainly sounds that way to me. Is this
HRS/HLD·

anything in return. If we are going to
adopt the "pay as you go" economic
philosophy, we expect to "receive as we
give." But at GSU, not only do we pay
for parking, we discover those posts .
sticking at the entrance of the lots as
much as a foot into the roadway
damage our cars if we turn too sharp.
Now, I really believe I could travel all
over this country without finding one
community which allows obstructions
in the roadway. I really believe that.
Why here? It's illegal everywhere else!
There, I finally got around to what I
was mad about. Sorry it took so long.

T. Mandel.

outside, came down like falling mist a very fine rain.' He stopped breathing

and I looked up to see him looking at
me. I jumped up but everything was so
still. I saw his heart beating and
desperately put my mouth to his. The

GSU. The director of the Y said "The
GSU deal was a steal." <Isn't he
laughing behind our backs?) But this is

work. A GSU professor called for a
moratorium on testing Mr. President,
but who listened? Who is supposed to
set the example?
You see it goes like this - the in
tellectual mind is not even half of what
together with intuition is the so-called
"mind" of man. Have you heard of
Intuitive mental Retardation? Well,
some are unaware of their intuition, let
along how to use it beneficially! For
bmately, learning by doing or com
petancy based education depends on
the manifestations of Mind, an aspect of
which is the intuitive capability. How
do you measure that manifestation?
Certainly not by how well one's
memory happens to be functioning.
Except, that is, at GSU where insult is
added to injury by charging the student
for the test.
Which brings us to the subject of
money. Money, allegedly, is the
number one value among middle-class
Americans. It's also a no. 1 value
among the poor but not because of
choice. Our society sees to that. Let's
not talk about the rich. Money. Is
money a problem at GSU? I wonder
why I never heard anything about it . . .
A self supporting University might be
unique. Surely few dispute the
philosophy "pay for what you get."
Especially in this country. But what's
wrong with, on the other hand, "getting
what we pay for."
I think that is the number one com
plaint - we hardly, if at all, get what
we pay for!
.
Or cOuld it be, as that little Jight goes
on, that we are paying for something we
mn't get? Do you follow the logic?
Some of us don't like paying - not,
necessarily, because we are against
"paying" but because we don't get

� was sitting next to him reading a
book of "Golden Verses." The rain,

T.Mandel
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After people struggled for years to
have a day care center for G.S.U.
student's children made available it
was opened. I didn't complain when I
couldn't find it. I didn't even complain
when I found it was too expensive for
me to use. I didn't complain when I
found it closed in the evening even
though that's when most classes are
offered. Why should I care if the center
was not open during my classes if I

can't find it and it's too expensive to use
anyway? I guess it had to be this way
because the building only holds 35
children. I mean if the center was easy
to find and within a student's budget
think of how many children might have

shown up ! !
But a lot of people worked very hard
for this child care center to be opened
and a lot of money was spent to fix up

" HN. ea

G.S.U. then G.S.U. will pay the student
" the difference in salary.
4. Students will be paid for the
following innovative duties performed
when trying to graduate.
a ) Typing
b) Zeroxing

pofftJuc& " lfceugld,

c) Finding professors to sign sup
plemental achievement forms when the
originals are lost
d) Bringing AI R personal copies of
records they have lost
e) Hand carrying a check off list to
each department in the university
5. Former students will be paid for
traveling expenses and time taken off
work to return to G.S.U. for the purpose
of performing the above innovative
duties to complete their records.
6. During the hours AI R is ad
vertised to be open there must be
personal present who can actually help
the student complete their records and
not just work-study students who say
" I'm just here! I can't do anything
except find your file so you can see it."
Very Concerned

Day Care going , going
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Robert Blue

If there is one thing to be learned from this latest 'conflict' between the Black
caucus and the administration it is that: what appears to be peace is really
preparations for all out war. The stakes are gleamed when you consider the
following culuminating events.
Before accreditation of GSU a spirit of understanding prevailed to the extent
that di fferent ethnic groups sought a unifying behavior befitting a developing
university. Petty ethnic differences were heartily played down in the interest of
'materializing' the dream of GSU's mandate and special emphasis to 'minority'
needs educationally. Administratively, efforts were made that allowed students
more opportunity and advantage in pursuing a desired course of study. The
student could work at the pace most suitable and desireable for the completion
of a module. It is bordering on the absurd to think that this policy could continue
forever. But nobody told all those new students who now face ( they believe> the
new GSU what all they will have to do if they are to be represented and counted
in the total scheme of the GSU community. Part of life here means involvement
in activities that will affect the students. But what of all those students who
cannot make the time necessary to do this? Before accreditation special
considerations were made to inform and educate them in such a way that they
rarely missed anything important to know. For the rest they were and are only
a handful of faithfuls who still cling to a dream that rapidly is becoming a
nightmare.
There was a time when the planners of GSU needed Black participation ( if
only symbolically ) in order to get certain federal funds. Over the years this
apparent need has waned and now a claim of 'racism' is being levied at the
administration.
The Black caucus is right in calling on all students to start an examination of
suspected racial motivation in the replacing of student servic;s director Robert
Lott. However, certain outstanding facts tend to cloud the apparent victory
gained by the caucus in this latest confrontation with the administration.
The event which points to the level of understanding of what is going on in this
incident is shown in the actions of out-going president Bill Engretson.
If you were walking through the hall of Governors a few weeks ago you would
have seen an example of a "concerned university president . " There he was out front attempting to get to know the university community. Most of us are
familiar with the "rap to the president" format. We would gather and discuss
the "problems" of a developing university and then move to correct them.
There was a real concern then. The question now is what happened to all that
concern?
No matter how long Dr. Engbretson sits in the hall of Governors with his sign
which reads : "I am the president talk to me," the time has come when talk just
will not solve the most pressing of problems the new GSU is facing.
The Black caucus succeeded in "raising the consciousness" and issues facing
Black students at GSU. However, the problems of GSU transcends ethnic
concerns even though they as a minority group will be aversely affected by
current administrative reshuffling. The broader and larger question of higher
education in the State of Illinois is really at the base of current tensions at GSU.
The recently completed master plan document calls for an increase in tuition
rat«:s for Illinois higher education. Poor people who just barely can make a go at
higher education will be pushed aside as the concern for them educationally
become secondary to the interest of the well-to-do middle class person. Blacks
will not receive any more "special considerations".
Equating educational excellence with financial budgeting is not what makes
for a well educated student. Educational excellence results in part from
relevant curriculum, dedicaled faculty and strong leadership on the
administrative levels.
Who will replace the out-going president? Rather what kind of 'mentality'?
One of the problems of growth is that something intangible is subjected to the
same laws of diffusion. The spirit of GSU died with the birth of our ideals.
In the midst of the growth learning process is the student publications. The
INNOVATOR has endeavored throughout the development of GSU to reflect the
current as well as future state of student life. We warned and at times appeared
as alarmist in efforts to viable to all students. Now we, too, must adjust to the
new emphasis. But we will never again assume that the interest of students will
be served by a handful of well meaning but highly unorganized and goal
directed policies of Ad hocracy. Crisis orientation does not work forever.
The students who take the time to inform are also students who must study.
Sometimes the task of informing run faster than the need to study and interact
in the classroom setting.
As the Editor-In-Chief of the I NNOVATOR, all of the university community
was my concern as far as news goes. This was an experience which both
enlightened me as well as prepared me to deal with complexities found in
society at large. Now I will leave the I NNOVATOR w ith a feeling of
accomplishment and purpose. My new role will be establishing the
Investigative journalism section of the paper. My hope is that students will
continue using the paper in those ways that you have in the past. It still is the
only student organization on campus that gives the students service without
charging them more money. All the time! ! ! Now the words no longer seem
necessary .

Tom Mandet

'fony Rich ards
Ed Ford
Martha Ham ilton
Robert Blue
Rodney Smith
Abi Ajimobi
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the old farm house that became the
G.S.U. child care center. Now I hear it
was all for nothing because the land on
which the center sits was scheduled to
be handed over to the park district way
back in 1966 .
Now why would administrators spend
a lot of money to fix up the old farm
house on land they knew was going bye
bye soon after the center opened? It is
my opinion that the center was opened
only to shut-up demanding people. It
was opened in an undesirable place and
made so expensive so that students
would not use it. It was known that the
center would have to be shut down soon.
I believe it was only opened so that
when it closes, and people demand a
new center, administrators can say
that no one used the last one.

.
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A & R just can't win
In the last issue of the Innovator a
letter I had written concerning A/ R
was published but only half of it made
the printing press. The message was
important so I will try again.
AI R has messed-up my life. If your
life has not been messed-up by AI R yet
it will be in the future. Students are not
aware of this mess until it's too late.
Because of this I believe that the
un iversity must be held accountable
and pay for messing-up.
DEMANDS
1. When students miss out attending a
different un iversity due to a lack of a
transcript G.S.U. will pay them the
salary they would have received by
graduating a year sooner and finding a
position a year sooner.
2. When students cannot effectively
seek employment due to the lack of a
transcript of verification G.S.U. will
pay them a salary until such time
G.S.U. can produce a transcript or
verification of graduation.
3. When a student is paid a lower
salary grade because there is no proof
of receiving an earned degree from

' ..Weat,
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GSU Shu ttle service
Direct bus service between
GSU and the Park Forest South
residential area w i l l begin
Monday, March 15, as a result of
the survey conducted last week in
FAZE-l. PFS Village Manager
Charles Notarus has announced
that the new shuttle service will
be provided at a special low fare
of � per ride. The run will be
made twice daily, timed to arrive
at GSU at 8 : 25 A . M . , and leaving
GSU at 5 : 10 P.M.
The morning bus will pick up
riders anywhere along the route

cs.eo. 5HUITLE euo

i

6 .5.U.

(see map ) , and i n the evening
will stop wherever requested .
Time in transit will range from 10
minutes to 25 minutes, depending
on where one is picked up or
discharged.
"We hope this will prove to be a
real benefit to GSU people who
live in our village," says Notarus.
"Certainly it should save them a
bundle in gas and parking fees."
To avoid confusion with the
GSU bus to the train station, the
V illage buses will be clearly
marked "GSU-PFS SHUTTLE. "
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The times and dates for the examination are listed below. All
testing will be held in Room A l lO�. You need to attend only one test
session.

Col logo
------- or Un i t :
Faculty

All new degree-seeking students entering Winter Trimester who
have not taken the UP Aptitude test this trimester must take the
test in order to be allowed to register for the Spring-Summer
Trimester. They must take the examination. IF THIS IS NOT
DONE, REGISTRATION CANNOT BE PERMITTED.

Time

Friday, April 2
O

9 : 00 to I I : 30 a . m .
H : OO to 1 0 : 30 a.m.
1 0 : :10 to I : 00 p.m.
9:00 to 1 1 : 30 a.m.
2:00 to 4 : 30 p.m.

Saturday, April 3

O

Monday, April 5

In order of prefe renc:. :

CIM41 TTEE (JI EDUCAT I (JIAL POL I C I E S AND PAOCliWCS
educational oottors thot ore Un l va rs l ty·
This
will gonoroto policies on
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by col l eg i a l , support, or other budgeted un i ts .
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Tuesday, April 6

2:00 to 4 : 3 p.m.
5:00 to 7 : :10 p.m.
2:00 to 4 : 30 p.m.
5:00 to 7 : 30 p. m.

Wednesday, April 7

CCitll TYEE (JI F l SCAI. RESOtR:ES
llils .
wi ll generate pol i c i es on f l nonc l o l •ttors that ore Un l ..rs l ty-wldo
end w i l l review -rs on f i sca l po l i ci es do.. lopod by budgeted un i ts .
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COMMITTEE <JI TltE FUTIR
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whot It shou l d bo.
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COMMI TTEE <JI GOVE!tWa
conoom l t s o l f w i th continual evaluation and ood l f lcotlon of
This
tha present Un i vers i ty govamanco systeoo ond Is present l y preporlng --ts to
current Unl .. rs l ty Constitution.

Thursday, April 8

2 : 110 to 4 : 30 p.m.

Should you desire further information, contact Student Services,
ext. 2 1 4 1 .
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Commencement Ceremony

COMM I TTEE (JI ,._ SERVICES
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COMMI TTEE <JI PHYSICAL RESQJ!f:ES
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end w i l l review pol i c i es on phys ical fac i l i t ies gonorot.d by budgeted un i ts.
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rewrse side of this fora to state your reasons end/or special qual t t l cations
P l ene use
for ftle �f ttee or CIO'IIIIIl ttees
selected.

liWic!!

you

Ploasa
th i s fono to Aoglna Wi l l i ..,.. , Un i vers ity As-ly Secretary < l ocated near Off l oo
Apri l I , 1976.
o f Un i ve rs i ty Ao l a t l on s l , o r l nforoot lon Of f l oo
letor

�

� 5:00 p.M. ,

T�,

The Quantitative Foundations for Business Administration and
Written Communications competency examinations are required
of all BPS students, including graduates and undergraduates who
are admitted to the College of BPS for the Spring Trimester, 1 976.
This examination has been mandatory at GSU since September,
197:1.
The test will be given on the following dates :
DATE

TIME

Tue. Mar. 16, 1 976

5 : 30.7 : 3pm

Wed. Mar. l1, 1 976

1 : 30.3 : 30pm

LOCATION
Al lOZ
A l lOZ

A l lOZ
5 : 30.7 : 30pm
For further information regarding these examinations contact
you advisor.

W14AT

The commencement ceremony will be held August 22, 1976 for
students who applied for graduation and completed degree
requirements for the July-August 1975 Session, Fall 1975 Trimester,
Winter 1916 Trimester and May-June 1976 Block.
Students who are going to complete degree requirements during
the May-June 1976 Block or the May-August 16 Week Block must
make application to their colleges on or prior to May 13, 1976. These
candidates are also expected to complete a Student Progress
Report Form which, along with the application form must be
submitted by the date indicated above.
Students who complete graduation requirements during the July
August 1976 Block will not participate in the August 22nd
commencement ceremony.
Only students who have completed degree requirements by the
end of the May-June 1976 Block will be allowed to participate in the
commencement ceremony.

WE WAHT 15 Nor 'lltE
OVER.n4ROW Of TH f GOVEit��ftff
6U1 A SITUATI ON 'N WHIGH rT
GET5 L05f IH l\4E SHUFFlE !

FAD : It's about time we ( talk )
FAD
< Faculty
Academic
Discussion) got off to a good start
at a noon session on February 1 1 ,
1976. The topic dissed was
organizational effectiveness, and

Admissions

Mike Cohen ( BPS) began the
session with a presentation based
upon a recent article by Richard
Steers in the A d m in istrative
Science Quarterly.

& Records

Hits a Hom·e Run !
With fantastic timing, GSU's added or dropped, units earned,
Admissions and Records broke instructors and course numbers.
The Advisor/ Advisee forms
'open' the ice with their new "Ad
expected to be a boon to
are
vosor/ Advisee" computor list .
that was sent out last week. With students and advisors alike. The
form plugs an information gap
a sigh of relief students are now
receiving the forms which are to which has been plaguing GSU for
years.
be reviewed for errors and
A d m i s s i ons and Records
returned by those students to A &
deserved applause for their effort
R by now.
T h e ne w for m s p r o v i d e toward action. We enviously wait
to see if A & R can "do it again"
students and advisors with a
listing of all courses taken, all
courses completed, courses

Pttt 7

with registration.

Twenty-two
people
were
present for the discussion, and all
four Colleges were represented.
Virtually all agreed that it had
been an enjoyable and beneficial
experience. Some of the com
ments made : "Think it's about
time
we
had
i n tellectual
discussions.
"This sort of
meeting should have been going
on two or three years ago,"
"Keep it going."
We decided there would be an
executive committee to keep
things going consisting of
Shoshana Falk < EAS ) , Mike
Cohen < BPS) , Toni Wei (CS), and
Sandra Whitaker C HLD ) . The
next meeting of FAD will be
Monday, March 15, from 12 noon
to 1 : 30 pm in Room A1234.
Discussion leader will be Herman
Sievering <EAS ) . The topic will
be "Air Pollution as a Source of
Lake
in
Pollution
W a ter
M i chiga n . " The article is
available in advance from Grace
Clarke in EAS.

l:i Z D D
Prof. to speak on Gardening
ATTENTION GARDENERS
Mr. David Whitson-Extension Advisor Agriculture of the
University of Illinois, College of Agriculture, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Mr. Whitson will present a series on Home Vegetable Gardening.
The topics will include : Planning-site Selection - Plant Variety
Selection-Weed and Insect Control-Plant Feeding-Harvesting.
ADMISSION FREE

A packet on Home Vegetable Gardening will be available at
a bout $2.00.
W H EN

��nesday, March 24 and 31, 1976 at 7 : 00 PM. The general public

.
IS InVIted.
WHERE

Governors State University-Community Conference Room.
For further information phone Governors State University, DR.

L. Fennoy, 534-5000 , extension 2494 or 2492.

Workshop by Saral
PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill. I .O. - A communication and human
se � uality workshop will be offered by Governors State University
Fr1day and Saturday, May 21 & 22, 1976. Tulsi B. Saral will present
the free workshop for the public May 21 from 6 to 10 p.m. and May
22 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Dr. Saral, University Professor of Communication Science and
Assistant Dean for Student Articulation in the College of Human
Learning and Development, explained:
"Most sex relationships are marred by the lack of spontaneity
and honest communication.
"Through a series of verbal and nonverbal exercises, the
workshop will help the participants to become aware of the
assumed and imposed inhibitions in the area of sexuality.
"The participants will be introduced to a variety of enriching
communication experiences that can lead to emotional closeness
mutual joy, and spontaneity in sexual expression in interpersona
relationships."
A registered psychologist, Dr. Sara) holds a Ph.D. in
communication and psychology, and has received extensive
training in group counseling, integrity groups, T-groups, personal
growth labs, and Gestalt methodology.
At Governors State University, he teaches courses in personal
.
and mterpersonal growth, Human Values, Human Consciousness
and Therapeutic Communication and leads workshops in human
sexuality.
He has presented programs at American Psychological
Association, Association for Humanistic Psychology
and
American Society for Group Psychotherapy and Psych rama.
Recently, Dr. Saral was invited to Japan to present a program at
an international conference sponsored by the International
Christian University, Tokyo.
The enrollment in the workshop on Communication and Human
Sexuality will be limited to 75 participants from the community.
Attendance on both days, May 21 and 22, is mandatory. Those
wishing to pre-register should write to Dr. Tulsi Saral at Governors
State University, Park Forest South, Illinois, 60466 , to reserve a
space.

i
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GSU cuts phone lines after Hours
Effective March 1, GSU has implemented a slight change in
after-hours phone service.
The change involves a restriction to outside lines from within
GSU after 11 p.m. Monday through Friday and after 5 p.m. on
Saturday. After these times any calls originating from within or
outside, < to GSU > will not be completed. Instead, all incoming calls
will be answered by a recorder telling the caller of the regular GSU
working hours. Also, an emergency number will be given which
will connect the caller to Public Safety.
Those personnel remaining inside GSU after these ho�rs are
asked to use one of the.many pay phones.
The reason given for this change is to keep our
telecommunications budget within tolerable limits.

International Magazine coming
The International Informer,
the new magazine to be published
in cooperation with the In
ternational Students Association
at G.S.U., will be out within a few
weeks.
The magazine is currently at
the printers. According to An
thony Richards, the editor of the
magazine, "The I n ternational
Informer's first edition will have
approximately 15 pages. We have

a r t i c les from e m b a s s i e s ,
professors, students, and people
who have visited overseas. "
Richards further stated that
"We have received letters of
interest and contributions from
people all over the world. "
There will only be a limited
number of copies at Governors
State when the magazine comes
out.

BEEHIVE
Co-op
Alon e
PLACEMENT NEWS
March 16, 1976 - Mr. Lucius K.

Williams, District M anager,
Equitable Insurance Co. will be
on campus recruiting individuals
as Insurance Agents. Salary plus
commission. First-year people
usually earn about $12,000. Ap
pointments for an interview are
available between 3 : 00 p.m. and
7 : 00 p.m. Contact the Placement
Office.
March 17, 1976 - Will be the
Government Career Informaion
D a y . The a g enc i es b e i n g
represented this year are:
Federa l H i ghway Ad
ministration
U . S. Railroad Retirement
Board
Chanute Technical Training
Center
Illinois Department of Per
sonnel
V.A. Regional Office.
These a g enc i es a r e not
necessarily recruiting, but are
here for i nformation purposes.
The day will begin at 9 : 00 a.m.
and run unti1 3 : 00 p.m. in the Hall
of Governors. ( If for any reason
the meeting place is changed, a
notice will be posted on the
Bulletin Board located outside of
the Placement Office. >
April 6, 1976 - Mr. Irwin Glazer,
Divi sion Manager , Prudential
Insurance Co. will be on cam pus
from 3 : 00 p. m. to 7 : 00 p. m. to
recruit individuals interested in
S a l es / S a l e s
M a n a g em e n t .
Prudential provides extensive
training and offers a support
program combining salary and
commission designed to properly
start an individual with financial
security. Individuals interested
in making an appointment should
contact the Placement Office.
The Rock Island Lines are
looking for people to fill positions
in :
Cost Analysis
Marketing Research Analysis
Financial Analysis
Systems Analysis
Math People for Programmers
< Rock Island will train )
Mechanical, Civi l a n d I n 
dustrial Engineering
All interested applicants must
have at least a B.A. in order to
qualify. For further information
on the positions and how to apply,
contact Sandy Conely in the
Placement Office.

SSAC cuts
Mar-Apr
Travel
The Student Services Advi�ry
Committee at their February 16
meeting decided that all travel
\Dlder G.S.U. travel policy be
closed for the M a rch-Apr i l
trimester. There will be n o new
travel accepted \Dltil the May
August trimester. Information
will be made public as soon as
possible. Contact Student Ser
vices, Ext. 2123, for further in
formation.

,... .

Theology for lunch
Theology for Lunch continues its weekly meeting with the public
by offering the following topics to be discussed for the remainder of
March :
Wednesday, March 17: REFLECTIONS OF HEALTH CARE,
The Reverend Cliff Edens, Department of Pastoral Care, Ingalls
Memorial Hospital, Harvey, IL.
Wednesday, March 24: CREATIVE POWER AS JUSTIFIABLE
INTIMIDATION, Col.lege of Hunan Learning and Development,
Governors State University.
Wednesday, March 31 : CARL JUNG'S RELIGIOUS THOUGHT,
The Reverend Ellen Dohner, Pastor, Chicago Heights, IL .
Theology for Lunch offers a Brown Bag Lunch every Wednesday
from noon-1 p.m. in Room D-1120. For further information contact
the Campus Ministries Council in Student Services.

European Seminar
Governors State University will have a European summer travel
seminar for six units. This seminar is a compact educational,
cultural, and recreational experience to explore the limits of stress
- physical, psychological, and social. Dr. Benjamin Lowe, a native
of England and director of recreative studies at GSU, will be the
supervisor for the trip to northern England, departing June 30-July
22 for a total cost of approximately $900. 00.
The activities in the Yorkshire Dales and the Lake District
include hiking, caving, ecological, and wilderness studies lectures
films, discussions on archeology, botany, architec ure, an
geology. There will be visits to Hadrian's Wall, the Lake District,
< home of Ruskin, Wordsworth, and Coleridge> Harrogate Spa,
Bradford Industrial Museum, and Fountains Abbey. Cultural
experiences will range. from evening concerts, Ingleborough Gala
Day and Dance, local arts, crafts, and foods. The accomodations
will be at Ingleborough Community Center. Sign-up deadline for
the seminar is April 15. Dr. Lowe may be contacted at 534-5000, x
21 13.
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Classifieds

Wanted :

have any

Two kittens.

Do you

home-rai sed

kittens.

One male and one fema le, young,
(8 weeks} who need a good home?
Contact: Rosa lyn SheH, 799-2 1 1 1 .

Wanted : Bookcases, reasonable.
Conta c t :

Beverl y Thom pson,
Finan cia l Aids, #2 1 6 1 .

a

Help W nted : Cherry Creek Ace
Ha rdware,
Part-time
cashier/ and Merchan dizer. Ask
for Joyce, 799-8286 .

For Sa le :

reel,

Tape

recorder, reel to

Wollensak

3M

1520.

Best

offer. Ca ll 312/ 687-5327. Also, VW
Fastback,

'7 1 ,

top

shape

a nd

condition. O n e owner-driver . .
$1200.
Able bodied men willing to do
v.,:ork. 19 years and

physica l

older. Part or full time. Some
evenings and weekends. Call 3715337.
Make money, get course credit,
and learn a l l at the same time! 1

need 4 to 6 people to help observe
classroom s during March. Find
out what students are like before
you student teach and get college
cr�it! Contact Mr. E ugene J.
Nuccio at x2440 or 538-5838.

SPORTS
The GSU basketba l l team
played the Olive-Harvey- Pan
thers on Thursday, March 4 at 3
pm.
Under the coaching of Henry
Barton, the team struggled, but
lost 93-62. Players were Jerome
Stark s , G reg B ra de n , Toni
Conwa y , Tom Montgome ry,
Duane Jackson, M ichael Hill,
Ben Foriest, Thomas Jennings,
Lamont Parker, Ray Stanley,
Seryee Lewis, Joe Garner, Akiim
Haneef, and Kevin Robertson.

Gove r n o rs
Stote
J o z z G ro u p goi n g
to Bj roz i l
J

GSU Jazz To Perform Here Mar.

18

Governors State University jazz musicians selected to go to
Brazil will give a concert Thursday, March 18, at Governors State
University. The free public concert will be at 7 : 30 p.m. in the recital
hall. Governors State University jazz ensemble has won more
awards in the Notre Dame Collegeiate Jazz Festival than have ever
bee n received by one institution previously. The GSU Jazz
ensemble is the oldest of three performing groups, and is composed
of students and community musicians. The newest performing
organization is the GSU Music Experience, and it is a sextet
composed of only students.

The internationally-known, award-winnin� azz group has bee n
selected by Sa�Illinois Partners for Illinois' major Bicentennial
celebration overseas.
Several area businesses helped to finance university jazz
musicians when they went to Switzerland as one of two United
States jazz bands to participate in the International Jazz festival.
Governors State University jazz ensembles won more awards in
the Notre Dame Collegiate Jazz festival than have ever been
received by one institution previously.
A first album, "GSU Jazz Live ! " has been recorded by the GSU
jazz band.
The GSU Jazz ensemble IS the oldest of three performing groups,
and is comprised of students and community musicians. The
newest performing organization is the GSU Music experience. Like
the sextet, this ensemble is comprised only of students.
The president of Sao Paul� Illinois Partners, Dr. Idilia L. Jurco,
has said about the selection of Governors State University jazz
musicians to go to Brazil :
"We believe strongly that this opportunity will be an invaluable
learning excha nge for the members of the ensemble. In fact, one of
our reasons for selecting a student group was the educational
opportunity the trip will afford them, in addition to our desire to
present outsta nding performances. We are confident that our plans
can be realized."

I C E WO LF : o be o utifu l e x pe rie n c e
PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill. From British Colum bia, Ken
tucky, and New York comes
praise for "The Ice Wolf," to be
performed at Governors State
University March 27-28 and April
3-4.
From Vancouver, B.C., James

Barber reports :
" 'The Ice Wolf' is a beautiful
experience, a play on a stage
which moves its audience out of
the theater, first into the world of
the Eski mo, and then into the
infinite space of the imagination,
the world of the poet which is both

large and small, simple and
sophisticated, and inescapably,
profoundly, true.
"It is children's theater for
adults. For adult children, the
children to whom we are
prepared to give the dignity of
h u m a n i t y , of e x i s t e n c e a s

thinking, people.
"The story is simple. On the
surface. An Eskimo village, ruled
by the spirits, by shamans, by
superstition and myth, rejects a
fair-haired child born to her
parents. She is different, and
therefore she is not acceptabl�.

Spoo n R ive r- A Revi ew
Whether or not the possible
tearing down of posters about the
New York Theatre Company's
pr oduction of "Spoon River
Anthology" at GSU had anything
to do with the sparse audience,
those absent missed something.
It wasn't perfect. The spoken
parts were hard to understand,
but action a nd music were
professionally done. This was
creditable because, in contrast to

most musical productions, this
one had no visible director, no
orchestra pit, only the darkness

of the GSU theater.
The printed material about the
New York Theatre Company was
good , and this included what the
"Spoon River Anthology" by
Edgar Lee Masters was all about.
However, somehow there was no
actual program or description of
how the presentation would be

Play review :

...... ......

The Delicate Balance
-

The thin line between sanity and insanity was the theme of "The
Delicate Balance," a play shown February 26-29 at GSU.
Agnes, played by Rebecca Sorter, and Tobias, played by Howard
Zimmerman, are a retired couple who are somewhat neurotic.
When she's not drinking, Agnes is constantly reminding Tobias that
if she goes insane and is committed to a hospital, he could go to
Hawaii ; but his wish will not be fulfilled. Also, she feels that her
husband could prevent their daughter's constant marital disasters.
Daughter Julia < Priscilla Rockwell) comes home after one of
these crises only to find her bedroom occupied by neighbors Harry
! Bernard Rhei n > and Edna ( Joan Traybsza ) , who are visiting
because they are frightened in their own home. A battle ensues ;
Edna slaps Julia, and Julia goes into hysterics that night.
To aggravate the situation, Agnes' sister Claire <Jamais Meyers >
makes sarcastic remarks to Julia and suggests that Tobias kill
Agnes. An alcoholic, she recalls her days in Alcoholics Anonymous
when she had to say, " I am a alcoholic" before the group.
Tobias must deal with the situation. After staying up all night,
Agnes remarks that she misses the presence of Tobias's body in her
room. While the women prepare breakfast, Tobias tells Harry that
he doesn't really want him there, but after forty years of
friendship, he should stay if it's necessary. This scene is very
emotional, as Tobias cries and persuades Harry that he does like
him. As the neighbors depart, Tobias reiterates his plea for Harry
to stay.
At the conclusion, Agnes proclaims that she will never go insane.

done, timewise, and there was
some confusion about whether
the intermission was, indeed,
that, or the end. Part of the
problem was, of course, that the
production was done from a book
length poem which does not have
a plot in the normal sense.
The setting, accordint to the
Com pa n y ' s
i n t ro d u c t o r y
material, is "the graveyard of
the t o w n of S poon R i ver
C lllinois ) . The work is a series of
monologues written in free verse
and spoken by the town's former
inhabi tant s . " The characters,
who "reveal truths about their
lives" are "a � section of the

the actors felt about GSU is a
mystery, since they did not
return for an encore and went on
to t h e i r n e x t per fo r m a nc e
without leaving feedback, a s far
as the audience could tell.

" In the snow, in the simple,
beautifully dramatic episodes of
life in the community, there is
today, there is tomorrow, there is
a plea for love and tolerance, for
kindness and for vision beyond
the immediacies.
"But there is no pomposity, no
lecturing message, just a vision
left to furnish and warm, to guide
and light the way through the
dark paths of tomorrow.
" It is a beautiful · piece of
theater, to which it is your duty to
take your children."
Two cast of 26 children from 10
commun ities will present the
'
Eskimo myth for young people.
All performances will be at 2 p.m.
in the GSU theater.

COMING
March 25

town and inclitde not only the
ordinary but the extraordinary as
wel l - the c r i m i n a l , the
profligate, the well-known," the
printed material tells us. At
mosphere was authentic and the
characters well portrayed.
Wherever the director, Sue
Lawless, was, she received this
year's Drama Desk Award for .
O u t s t a n d i ng D i rec t o r , a n d
co n s i d e r i ng t he c o m 11 a n y ' s
adaptation to GSU's for one night
only, the performance was quite
remarkable.
Whether one likes the musical
has something to do with the
entire attitude of the poem from
Master's pen, and the fact that
the musical version's songs are
not well known. Not being well
known does not necessarily mean
the songs aren't creditable. That
might be a matter of promotion.
The audience at GSU approved
the characters, all singers, as
evidenced by the applause. What

ALIOTTA HAYNES JEREMIAH
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Travel P olicy Explained
..,... .....

Students travel ing will be
governed by the following policy :
No student will be funded for
travel outside the continental
United States.
No student will be funded for
travel (conferences, workshops,
seminars) which is or will be an
extension of classroom/ course
work. Funds will not be allocated
for travel associated with college
credit.
All students will be encouraged
to travel using least expensive
mode of travel ( i .e. , bus, van,
cars> .
Absolutely no reimbursement
for student travel funds will be
made unless students have
submitted travel request and
received approval of same prior
to planned trip.
Orficial Representatives : any
student currently/ actively in
volved in un iversity governance
such as: ( a ) inter-university
gov e r n a n c e
( U n i versi ty
Assem bly,
Sub-committees,
SSAC, Subcommittes) ; ( b) intra
university governance ( BOG,
BHE, AISG > .
Student-At-Large

Representa

tives : ( a ) any GSU student.
Organization a l

Representa

tives : students participating in a
club/ organization requesting
student travel funds from SSAC
must be actively involved in that
club-organization goal's and
philosophy, and said conference,
workshop, or seminar must be
directly related to the goals

a n d / or p h i l o sophy
club/ organization.

of

that

Orficlal Representatives need
not apply to the full committee
for travel funds to attend official
functions. They are, however, to
adhere to all other standard
procedures under the travel
guidelines.
Student-at-Large Represen

Faculty/ staff can travel O!l bus
a t a c on t r ib u t or y r a t e o f
$5.00/ 100 miles - with $25.00
being the maxim� contribution
regardless of mileage.
In the instances where group
rate is blanket - all students will
have conference fees paid, unless
there is a maxi mum number of
people who can receive group

ra te. Those who have not
traveled previously will be given
priority.
For all group travel at least one
faculty/ staff personnel must
accompany the trip and will be
responsible for said trip.

Allocation of Travel Funds :

All funds allocated for student
travel will be subdivided into a

request for travel to
conferences,
workshops,
seminars must be strictly related
to the student's academic em
phasis. Travel request can be
submitted as early as possible,
but no later than four (4) weeks
prior to the actual departure
date.

trimester basis (Jul. - Sept., Oct 
Jan . , Feb. - May ) . Students
wishing to travel may start to
submit request three ( 3 ) weeks
prior to period in which they
intend to travel ( i .e., Sept. Dec
J a n . - Apr i l , May - Aug . ) .
Allocation of funds for each
period will be distributed on a
flrst-come, first-served basis.
-
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Individual Formula:
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U·C.

US�

DA)'TONA
BEACH
F lOR I DA

The request for Out-of-state
travel must be fully completed in
regard to the purpose of the trip.
Indicating destination, time of
departure and time of return, and
also explain fully the necessity of
making the trip.
SSAC will fund travel fare,
lodging and conference fees ( not
including food) up to a combined
maximum of $300.00.
Students can travel on the
"individual formula" only once
per fiscal year.
a) Transportation - 12*/ mile
b) Lodging - $25/ day plus tax
c) Registration - up to $100 and
50% of any remaining fee

S days 7nights

FROM THE 'YIIDWEST as h ll'
FkOM M I NN E SOT A

o�d $10

Convemant ptck up
".:nivefsity Center

as$1 5

pcirots fr.:>m your

.1\ir Condttio•led Deluxtl Motorc;oach with comfortable reclining seau
and restroom

�qutpped

Ocean front hotel accommodations
(baS<!d on quad occupancy)

Group Formula

Group/ organization travel
( i.e., when the bus is going or
van ) can be utilized by an in
dividual as often as desired.

-. •U

NASSAU, SAHAMAS
a days 7nights

LO•,v COST SUfv1 M E R

�278

E U R OP

C H A R T E R S AN D C E N T R A L
AM E R I C A P R O G R AMS

A i r v i a A i r J a m i1ica, Transfers,

AV A I L A B L E

Accom modations at the Anchorage
H o tel, Tax, Milds, and B ellman

GS U March Events

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

For your convenience l isted below are the events scheduled at G.S.U.
for the remainer of March :
15

.4:30 pm Black Film Festival Movies "Rhythm Rodeo" and
CCC
"No Wa Out"
Black F m Festival Movies "Rhythm Rodeo" and
6 pm
16
CCC
"No Way Out"
Pool
Senior Citizens Swim
3 pm
17
CCC
Movies "Working Class" and "Keep Cool"
8 pm
18
Black Film Festival Movies "Rhythm Rodeo" and
19
5 pm
CCC
"No War. Out"
A 1 1 02
Movies 'Working Class" and "K-p Cool"
8 pm
19
.4:30 pm Black
Film
Festival Movies " Paradise in
22
CCC
Harlem" and "Carmen Jones"
23
6 pm
Block
Film
Festival Movies "Paradise In
CCC
Harlem" and "Carmen Jones"
Pool
2-4
3 pm
Senior Citizens Swim
7 pm
lecture on Home Vegetable Gardening by
2-4
CCC
David Whitson
GYM
Folk Singing Alioto Haynes and Jermloh
8 pm
25
8 pm
Movies "Coso Blanco" and "The Maltese
25
CCC
Falcon"
Pool
3 pm
26
Senior Citizen Swim
26
7 pm
Ossle Davis & Rube D- Workshop and Per
formance
26
8 pm
Movies "'Coso Blanca" and "The Maltese
CCC
Falcon"
Theatre
27-28 2 pm
Children's Theatre performance of " lee Wolf"
MRH
28
7:30 pm Elsa Charlatan Soprano
CCC
29-30 -4:30 pm Block Film Festival Movie "Dark of the Sun"
31
7 pm
lecture on Home Vegetable Gardening by
CCC
David Whitson

J

SPAC E I S L. I IV; I T ED
ACT NOW ! ! ! ! 1 ! 1 ! ! !

G ratuities ( based o n quad o ccu pancy )

HOBBIT INTE RNATIONA L - 1 1 1 S. Dearborn St.

O

Ause stnd Summer
Europe ChM11r •n4
Cf.ntrli Amer1u
fnfOIWIItiOR

HOBBIT International
Agent for

NATIONAl MEHl TOURS

L.Jcenw-d ICC l'rok•n MC I �S•l
.., _.. , •II pnlnU In Ute USA

FOR ADDITIONAL
IN FORMATION
CALL TOLL F R E E
80().621-0660
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Apathy js Not Apathy
to the Apathetic
It is a common misconception chance but they didn't respond,"
that students are apathetic. they say over and over again.
Student leaders especially fall Why didn't they find out why thel
prey to this ploy. Green students don't respond?
They didn't find out beca�
come in and spend a semester
getting things together and then they already knew. Apathy is not
when they finally get around to apathy to the apathetic. The
mtroducing themselves to the students are not interested in
other students apathy reigns becoming involved because what
they can become involved with is
supreme.
The Administration has bad to not interesting to them. Or they
put up with the meager student don't know that it is. Apathy is
participation in college affairs. the lack of interest in the unin
our students
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Anthony Assistant Dean in the
College of Cultural Studies.
Although, Metcalrs speech was
not lengthy, I will attempt to
focus on a few high points of his
speech . As Metcalf began his
delivery, he thanked all
responsible parties for extending
him the invitation and then began
to delve into presenting in
formation regarding his past
performance record. Namely, his
involvement in politics since 1955,
mentioning his first political
office, that being alderman of the
third ward. He then digressed to
the fact that he feels his record to
. ...•
....
..•
,,...
be in good standing, noting that
..
c...-- ......
.-r his endorsements from Labor,
..w. .. ... ...... � ... c-- the League of Womens's Voters,
...... .. ..... ,._....... .. Environmentalist,
MI.
O r g a ni z a t i ons , and v a r i o u s
newspapers. Metcalf continued
by citing the issue in his cam. paign was the "Question of a
person in public life who stands
up against the power structure namely Richard J . Daley.
Furthermore, h e continued he
Norma R. Allen
vowed his allegiance to ( 1 ) The
March first, nineteen hundred . power of God and ( 2 ) To his own
and seventy-six marked a very conscience.
•

GSU Student-Candidate
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James A. Sanders, Student
Assistant Dean in the College of
Cultural Studies is running in the
first congressional district for
A l t e r n a te D e l eg a t e to the
National Nominating Convention.
Mr. Sanders has had many accomplishments to his name.
S o m e of t h e s e i n c l u d e
Parlimentarian---Olicago
City
Co11ege Union , Member-Community Council Ad-

JS C

17 1

-

n-, Jr.
cw-

ac

visory Committee (Park Forest
South I 11inois) Chairman-Political Action Com
mittee-Independent Voters of
Illinois, Chairman-Speakers
Bureau-Illinois Black Political
Caucus and Delegate to the 1972
Nominating Convention. So I'm
hoping on the way to the polls
March 16 that you remember
lever 35B.

Illinois Primary March 16
Vote ! ! !
March 16th is the Illinois
primary. If you are eligible to
vote, exercise your right. The
Illinois polls will be open from 6

a.m.-6 p.m. Contact your ward
committeeman if you are not
certain where your polling place
is. VOTE ! ! !

Metcalfe
Dinner

·

honored occasion. Congressman,
Ralph H. Metcalf spoke in the
community conference room, at
a dinner given in his behalf. This
gala affair was sponsored by the
co m m ittee

for

Better

Com-

m u n i t i e s . A m on g a f e w
noteworthy people that were
present are, James Saunders,
Student assistant dean in the
college of cultural studies, Mary
Ella Robertson, Director of
community services, and Clara

As he drew near the end of his
speech he cited that he was
chairman for the sub-committee
on Panama and that despite an
article written by the sun-times
attacking his campa ign em
ployment policies hal f of his staff
in Washington are Black and the
other half are White. As he
concluded his speech it was noted
that he is fighting for par
ticipatory government. After this
informative and quite dramatic

Walker-Higher Education Budget Reaching Rock Bottom
Governor Dan Walker's
h i g h e r e d u c a t i on b u d g e t
recommendation i s woefully
inadequate, according to Mary
Brady, Executive Director of the
Association of Illinois Student
Governments. "The Governor

_..

has pleased student voters by
opposing a tuition increase and
supporting an emergency appropration for the Ulinois State
Scholarship Commission's direct

gran t program , but he is ap
parent ly going after student
votes at the expense of quality
higher education," Brady said.
" Last year at this time
Governor Walker recommended
$718 million for higher education
from the general revenue fund,"
Brady said. "This year he wants
the institutions to live on $718
million from general revenue,
de spite inflationary pressures

and increased enrollments. "
Brady said that Ulinois com
pares poorly with other states in
funding of higher education .
"Illinois ranked 43rd in the nation
in higher education increases
over the last ten-year period,"
she said, "and if the General
Assembly approves the Gover
nor's FY '77 recommendation, I
wouldn't be surprised if we hit
rock bottom."

GSU Professor Hughes Receives CDO Endors.ement
Bernard J. Hughes, Jr. < D
Chicago Heights) has been en
d o r s e d b y t h e C i ti ze n s
Democratic Organization in the
March 16th" Primary for State
Representative in the lOth
Legislative District.

According to Ted Brzyski , CDO
Presi dent, "The C i tizens
Democratic Organ ization sup
ports candidates who stand for
ho n e s t y a n d open n e s s i n
government and basic economic
fairness for the average citizen."

"We believe you stand for these
pri n c i ples a n d w e en
t h u s i a s t i c a l l y support y o u r
campaign for public office."
Mr. Hughes is a professor at
Governors State in the College of
Cultural Studies.

Students fear that the General
Assembly may feel compelled to
approve a tuition increase to
supplement the low level of
fu n d i n g r e c o m m e n d e d b y
Governor Walker, according to
B r a d y . A n o t he r possi b i l i t y
suggested by Brady is that the
p i g h e r e d u c a t i on s y s t e m
governing boards may authorize
tuition increases now, and go to
the General Assembly for per
mission to spend the money next
fall . She said that many com
munity colleges would probably
raise their tuitions if insufficient
state funding is provided.
The Association of I ll i nois
Student Governments is an af
filiation of student organizations
of 2 1 p u b l i c col l eg e s a n d
�miversities having a combined
total enrollment of 170,000.

presentation, the congressman
was presented with a plaque for
honorable service by the com
mittee for Better Communities. I
would say this was a most in
formative evening for those of us
interested in the political arena.

Bakalis AUacks ·
Walkers School
Budget
M i c h a el J . B a k a l i s , t h e
Democratic candidate for Illinois
State Comptroller today called
Governor Dan Walker's FY 77
budget a "too late" political
oocument which perpetuates a
sorry record of mismanagement
and fails to clearly identify the
State's priorities.
Bakalis charged that Walker's
attempt to submit a budget which
appears on the surface to be
reduced will not be acceptable to
the General Assembly when the
� vealed.
full facts ar
Bakalis agreed that the State
could and should reduce its
overall budget, but noted that
Governor Walker should have
beg1m the process three years
ago by instituting a more
carefully thought out plan for
reducing state expendi tures
consistent with his "no-tax in
crease" promise.
"Only in an election year,"
Bakalis said, "do we see evidence
of conservative budgeting which
.. h n ..
ld have taken place
�bout Walker's term of
office."
Bakalis once again repeated
his call for public legislative
hearings on the FY budget so that
the people of Illinois would have a
full opportunity to express their
views on where their tax dollars
are to be spent.
Bakalis said that in a so-called
austerity state budget, in which
16 of 23 of the Governor's code
departments are given sub
stantial appropriation increases
for over-all operations instead of
selective cuts, many questions
need to be asked and answered.
Bakalis said, the people have a
right to know and they deserve
the chance to ask. The Governor
would like us to believe that he
has deeply cut the fat out of the
state budget, when in fact the
waste in his own code depart
ments remains vi rtua lly un
touched."

Pulley : Socialist Ca n didate
by Andrew Pulley

Contrary to the reports by the new
media, Ralph Melcalfe and Erwin
France are not the only candidates for
the first congressional seat. A.A.
Rayner is running 1mopposed in the
Republican primary. I'm the Socialist
Workers party candidate.
I attended a meeting on March 1st
which was addressed by Congressman
Metcalfe. I had hoped to question him
on his policies from the floor and
challenge him to a debate. Claiming he
had a tight schedual , upon completing
his remarks he ended th meeting
without per mitting questions from
anyone. In his talk he did not address
the numerous problems confronting the
people of the 1st congressional District
(89%of which is black), much less offer
solutions to these problems.
Unemployment, substandard and
segregated housing, inferior and
segregated schools - solving these
problems are not on his mind. The only
issue is "Independance from dictator
Daley," cried Metcalfe. Despite this , he
is seeki ng office in the Regular

Democratic party organization, . . .
"because that's where the power is."
Metcalfe said he is proud of his record
of "service" to the people of the 3rd
ward and 1st Congressional District.
However the truth of the matter is
that for over 20 years Ralph Metcalfe
only served himself and boss Daley at
the expense of the Black community.
He organized and spoke against Dr.
Martin Luther King for leading
demonstrations for opened housing in
Chicago i n 1966. Metcalfe opposed the
C i v i l R ights m a rches agai nst
segregated and crowded schools. For
most of this 20 or so year period, he said
nothing against the rac ist brutality of
the notorious Chicago cops. Metcalfe
said he did speak out against injustice
to Mayor Daley in private. He said he
could not speak too loud. "If I had I
wouldn't be where I am today ." Having
quired enought po l itical capita l ,
etcalfe said h e has now declared his
eedom and has taken positions op
possed to Daley on police brutality and
in the 1975 Democratic mayoral
primary election. Melcalfe appealed to

�

the meeting not to let Daley destroy

him

.

Throughout his talk and his political
life he has presented the interest of the
Black community as being the same as
his : what's good for Metcalfe is good
for the black community. But Met
c a l f e ' s w h o l e p o l i t i c a l l i fe h a s

demonstrated the opposite i s true. The
defeat of the Civil Rights movement in
Chicago was good for Metcalfe and
Daley but it was very bad for the Black

comm�mity!
In order to aavance the Black
liberation movement it is necessary to
reject Ralph Metcalfe, Erwin France

and A.A. Rayner. Like all Democrats
and Republicans they are only con
cerned about taking care of their own
needs and that of the profit system.
Black people and working people need
the al ternative represented by my
campaign. The policies I advocate put
human need before profits. To end
�memployment, I say reduce the work
week with no reduction in pay and
spread the available work to the
jobless. Take the 100 billion dollar war

budget and use it to build adequate
housing, schools and hospitals. I
advocate quotas and other affirmative
action measures to end the effect of
past and present job discrimination. To

end segregated" and inCerior education,
I call for a massive busing prgram
involving students from the cities and

suburbs.
I support all moves to end the op
pression of women. I'm working to win
ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment. I feel all supporters of the
ERA should be in Springfield on May 16
for the march and rally which has been
called for by the National Organization
for Women.
I believe that massive protest actions
by Black people, women and labor is
the only way to win any of these
policies. A vote for me in November
will be an important step in building the
political power of labor and black
people.
For more information on my cam
paign, call 643-5521, or write to Socialist
Workers Campaign, 1755 E. 55th St.,
Chica�o. Ill. 60615.

------- __._ ., .,.. _ . .,

A BEGINNING

Four people lifted me up in a sheet.
They literally dropped me into a bed.
The good doctor was talking.
Complications.
Transverse. I knew that meant sideways.
Burst like a balloon. Oh no, not me.
The baby. I pleaded.
Rest, he commanded.
You'll see your baby soon.

You have a beautiful girl.
Faint squealing. Antiseptic smells.
I caught a glimpse of the tiny body.
Then she was gone.
People were everywhere.
Noise. Movements.
The young doctor. Perspiring.
The older doctor. Where'd he come from?
The understanding nurse who had six kids of her own.
The loud aide. If only she'd shut up !
The quiet nurse who conscientiously stroked my forehead.

We'll make it I whispered to my tiny daughter as I gently
kissed her fragile head.
Then I lay back on the pillows murmuring more to myself
than to her.
I promise you babe.
We shall survive!
Ms. Winn McGrane (student>

Damn doctor!
Here I was hooked up to more tubes and machines than I ever
knew existed.
Still in utter agony.
Numbed.
And he says rest.

Awareness.
What happened? I asked weakly.
No answer.
I toot some deep breaths and tried more vociferously.
What happened? I actually bellowed.
Utter silence.
Giving up temporarily, I closed my tired eyes.
Wanting to sleep, I couldn't.

The hours passed.
Slowly. Restlessly. Painfully.
At last the new creation was in my arms.
After nine months of waiting.
Contentment.

Rain
Rain is such a beautiful thing
I wonder what caused the rain
The cause is really quite simple
God is washing away his sorrows
and saying I forgive you world for
your sins
Won't you please make amends

My baby cried.
Then I did what I said I wouldn't do.
I COWlted.
All ten fingers and all ten toes.
Two eyes, two ears, a mouth and a nose.
Perfect !

Whispers. Mumbles.
I reopened my weary eyes.
The glaring lights forced them to close.

Rodney C. Smith

..
across the room, through double doors
Th· n I moved
· down the corridor, arOWtd a comer, through an open doorway, Alert and hungry she quietly sucked at my full breast.
Satisfaction. Relief.
to an abrupt stop!

Fugsong No. 2 1 2
Written the day after the murder o f Martin Luther King
by Tuli Kupferberg

Long hot summer ahead

Where brother stick� his brother
& sweethearts cry for the kill
The fattened calf & the callous laugh

A thousand sparkling heroes

Destroying the lovers wi l l

I see by next weeks papers

Know Thyself
Sons of Man
Know the Truth
I am That I am

But every hero is dead
I see b y next yea rs commis sicn
& bare

Woe to the land that needs martyrs

Long cold winter

Woe to the land that

A m i l l ion raceless corpses
& you & I lie here & there

bu ms

b read

America rose in gladness

& you & I

Fallen in madness instead

T.S. # 1
Otll•' (' · · · • •
N e w Yo•• '• •
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"I'm A Ghetto Child"
I'm a getto child as everyone knows.
I'm lonely and have no place to go.
I walk the streets, play craps at the corner.
I live with the broads, I do what I wanta.
I'll rip you off and buy some joints.
I'll pass them to whoever the needle points.
And you ask me why I never get no where?
Cause I'm a getto child lonely and scared.

-
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By Danna Daniels
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Black Man of Tomorrow
The black man of Tomorrow
Will be of less sorrow
He will be a great man
An the World Will Understand
He will capture many victorys
He will get out of all contridictorys
·

The Black Man of Tomorrow
by Sylvester Jones

T R I B U T E T O A MA N NA M E D P A
( Pau 1

Ro b e s o n ,
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No Jobs Quoting Great Theorists
Wellesley, Mass. - ( J.P.) Wellesley is, if anything, too
academic, according to the
"Parlett Report," a study con
ducted by Dr. Malcolm Parlett of
the Division for Study and
Research in Education at MIT on
the Wellesley College Com
munity.
Report: First, it is held that
there is too much concentration
on conventional types of channels
defined by tradition but lying
within the teacher's control.
There is a need, on this view, for
a range of other routes of entry fieldwork courses being one
exam ple.
The second point made is
familiar : that course work is
" no t relevant . " A senior
remarked, "Everyone assumed
that we are going out to be great
academicians." Correctly, she
pointed out that many students
would not be. A member of the
Students Services staff put it this
way : "I didn't know we were
training scholars. I thought there
were a lot of students who
wouldn't be scholars."
An alumna was emphatic : she
felt (as a student seven or eight

years ago) that the College had
differentiated those who would go
on into graduate wort from the
rest, and that the rest had been
"written off." This may have
changed in the interim, but not,
perhaps, in all departments :
Tlie students we talk about
among ourselves are the
good students for whom we
have high hopes of going on
in the field ; (we) don't talk
about turning out liberal arts
minds, preparing people for
life; not a central concern at
all.
There is a clear connection, in
many people's minds, between
the need for restructu ring
learning experiences and the
need for articula t i ng w i th
students' needs, interests, and
private concerns. In much
academic work at Wellesley,
thought one member, "They have
no convincing rationale for why
they are doing it - there is no joy
in it." A senior commented :
"There is no value in the job
market to quote great theorists.''
Learning how to do it,
therefore, did not give one much
self-confidence. Indeed, the

statement "we feel totally
inadequate" was a common
hear
reaction surprising to
from young adults so able and
successful.
A third source of anxiety
centers upon the possible over
c o n c e n t r a t i on on w r i t t e n
assignments. A dean asked: "We
require a lot of assignment, but
do we stimulate them?" Are
students kept too busy studying to
find time to think? Is there too
much concentration on the
mechanics of paper-writing? Has
acquiring the ability to win at the
"paper-writing game" become
the chief learning task? One
student, a successful senior,
described how she had recently
read a paper written in her senior
year at high school, and thought
it better than the papers she now
wrote - it had been "shorter. I
got �traight to the POint. "
As th e years progressed, I
learned to add details and
the kind of things instructors
want, but I'm not expressing
myself as sharply as I used
to. I've gotten used to writing
"Wellesleyish," and for me
it's almost garbage.

She went on to describe how she
had "psyched out" her in
structors and had decided "what
they are looking for." In her
view, what they chiefly wanted
was for students to write
"Wellesleyish," which, at my
request, she defmed:
"Wellesleyish" is really
sort of pompous, getting onto
a lot of subtleties; avoid
getting to the point ; take ten
pages to make a point that
needs ten sentences; wordy;
highblown; sometimes J!Ven
a little too polite; use a rot of
theoretical terms, academic
sounding terms.
This is one student' s account.
Though perhaps excessive, it is
unques tionabl e part of most
college students' lives to play
academic games of certain kinds.
Numerous studies have shown
this. Her remarks are familiar
inside the "student subculture."
For most of the time, teachers despite the i r h a v i ng been
students once - can reconstitute
only with difficulty "what exactly
it feels like to be a student . "

I 've seen
eop le ta l
The INNOVATOR is the only
thing going around campus. For
that matter going around the
country. We have attempted to
deliver to the student a news
medium that truly reflect the
various thought patterns on
cam pus.

The only thing we are com
plaining about is that there is
news here that we might miss in
pursuit of other stories. To in
volve all the student body in the
busin� of the publications it
takes participating by other
students as well' as our hard
working staff. There is room in
the paper for human interest
stories, jokes, cartoons (original >
and photographs. Join in the fun
and rewards available by con
tributing to and supporting the
paper in general. If you have a
co m p l a i nt w i th us or the
university or some one you don't
know but should, do it through the
I N N O V AT O R . B r i ng those
questions to us and let our staff
get down to the bottom line.
Check us out, we may just have
the answer. If we don't we will
tell you where you most likely
will find it. Editor-In-Chief.

Inn ova tor Sur ve y
expectS not. one single reply
Dear Readers:
The Innovator is concerned a bout its
image. To help us know where we
stand, how we can improve ourselves,
and how we can continue to serve your
needs , we are putting these questions to
you.

Your responses to these important
questions are C@Cial to the future of the
Innovator. Your cooperation in this
survey will not only help the Innovator
but will also provide a more interesting
and pleasant reading environment for
yourselves.

To submit your responses, simply fill
out the questionna ire below, tear it
from the paper and drop it in the box set
up in three locations by April 17. These
! locations a re as follow s : the
I n no v a tor ' s office < be h i n d the
Community Conference Room > , outside

16. Would you like to see more pi)erns?
Uncertain--- N�
Yes
17. Do you like the feature stories?
Yes-- Uncertain--- N�
18. Does the Innovator need more feature stories?
Yes-- Uncertain- N�
19. Do you find the editorial interesting?
Very interesting-- Interesting-- So-Scr--- Uninteresting
Very uninteresting-20. Would you like to see more columns in the Innovator?
Uncertain- N�
Yes
I f yes, please
specify·------

1. How would you rate the Innovator as a student newspaper?
Excellent-- Very good-- Good--- Fair-- Poor-- Very
Poor-2. Do you feel the name Innovator is appropriate?
Very appropriate-- Appropriate-- So-so-- Inappropriate-
Very inappropriate---3. Do you think the articles in the Innovator are relevant?
Very Relevant-- Readable-- So-Scr--- Not Relevant-
Very Irrelevant-4. Do you find the articles in the Innovator readable?
Very Readable-- Readable-- So-Scr--- Not Readable-

Very Unreadable---5. Is the Innovator informative:
Very informative-- Informative-- So-Scr--- Not Informative-
Very Uninformative---6. Do you think the Innovator is sensitive enought to the student's needs:
Very Sensitive-- Sensitive-- ScHio-- Not Sensitive-

21. Would you like a mao-on-the-street column?
Like it very much-- Like it-- So-Scr--- Dislike it-
Dislike it very much22. Would you like to see more pictorial news?
Like it very much- Like it-- So-Scr--- Dislike it-

Very Insensitive---7. Are you satisfied with the present format of the Innovator?
Very Satisfied- Satisfied- So-Scr--- Not Satisfied
Very Unsatisfied-

B. How would you rate the Innovator with other coUege newspapers?
Lot better-- Better-- Comparable-- Poorer--

A

lot

Dislike it very much23. Is the Innovator prompt in pr�ting your submissions?
Very prompt-- Prompt-- So-Scr--- Late-- Very late-24. Do you feel the Innovator fills up space usefully?

poorer-9. Do you contribute articles to the Innovator?
Yes-- N�
10. Does the Innovator come out often enough to your liking?
Often enough-- Enough-- So-Scr--- Not enough-- Not often

Yes- Uncertain- N�
25. What do you think of the newsbriefs?
Very good-- Good--- So-so-- Poor-- Very poor-26. Is the column "Letters to the Editor" important?
Very important-- Important-- So-so-- Unimportant-

enough1 1 . How would you rate the news coverage of the Innovator?
Very good-- Good--- So-so-- Poor-- Very Poor-12. Do you see the Innovator doing Investigative Journalism?
Yes-- Uncertain- N o..---13. Do you think the Innovator should publish controversial articles?
Yes-- Uncertain- N�
14. Would you like seeing Coop-Ed jobs published?
Yes-- Uncertain-- N�
15. Do you find the ads useful?
Very Useful-- Useful-- ScHio-- Not
Unuseful--

the LRC <second floor>
Thank you.
Sincerely yours,
Rodney C. Smith
c/ o the Innovator

Very Unimportant-'D. Do you think photographs would enhance the story?
Yes___.__ Uncertain- N�
28. How would you rate the photographs in the Innovator?
Excellent-- Very good-- Good--- Fair-- Poor- Very
poor--

Useful-

29. How would you rate the accuracy of the reporting on the Innovator?
Very accurate-- Accurate-- Fair- Inaccurate--

Very

Inaccurate--

.. , .

Very

. l
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G UIDE TO MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDU£ATION
Guide to more than 250�000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source - items valuea at over

$500

million dollars.

Contains the inost up-to-date information on:

THE

ILLINOIS SCHOOL

OF PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Inquires invited
students

from college seniors

and

graduate

interested in pursuing advanced study and

training in professional psyc hol ogy ,

Information available by calling

( 3 1 2 ) 34 1 - 1 198
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PortfOl io
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u
-

Purchase, N.Y. <I.P.) - "Our
academ i c program has un
dergone many changes in form
over the last few years - the
dropping of required courses and
of distribution requirements, the
adoption of the Portfolio System
- but there has been no real
change in substance or direc
tion,'' observes President Bar
bara Knowles Debs of Manhat
tanville College.
"Unfortunately, we have not
always made this clear and the
changes that have occurred have
too often been presented or in
terpreted as radical innovations.
This is not so. The Portfolio
System ( below) is, quite simply,
a new way of articulating the
basic premises and requirements
of a liberal arts education, a
means of attuning an ancient
intel lectual tradition to the
presen t-day
world.
It
is
dem anding, and it rests on
requirements, informed choice
and rational planning, mutually
carried out by the student and his
advisor."
What is "The Portfol i o " ?
Basically, it's just what i t says it
is : a packet - a reddish brown
folder with an elastic band
around it. Into it, over the course
of a studen t ' s career
at
Manhattanville, go:
the student's selection of his
best work : written papers, final
examinations, sometimes tape
recordings, photographs, poetry,
or art work ;
a study plan prepared by the
student at the end of his first
year, in consultation with his
advisor, and revised periodically
over the student's college career;
a
self-prepared
critical
analysis of the work included ;
written evaluation by teachers,
starting with the freshman
preceptor; an evaluation of the
total portfolio by a five-member
Board of Academic Standards ;
and finally, as "a compromise
w i t h reality and subsequent
affairs of life ; " an official college
transcript of grades.
That's it. The materials in
cluded in the portfolio must
demonstrate, to the satisfaction
of the Board of Academic
Standards, the student's ability to
pursue knowledge in depth in one
field ( the major) , to relate his
own field of special interest to a

this particular compound chondrotin-4-sulfate showed the m01t
dramatic increase. When Vitamin C was added to the rabbits' diet 
It increased 150%. Dr. Verlangiere observations confirmed that
chrondrotin+sulfate has been used successfully by a team of
medical researchers headed by Dr. Lester Morrison in Culver City,
entire circulatory system.
The new findings in Dr. Verlangiere research is that be identifies California. A small number of patients were treated with
the loss of certain chemical compounds that are the building blocks chondrotin-4-sulfate. Dr. Morrison published results indicates the
of the artery lining ; this loss occurs when atherosclerosis is death rate a mong heart patients given CSA has been a remarkable
induced in laboratory rabbits. Vitamin C added to the disease 80% less among the control group with the same disease history.
Dr. Verlaniere said, "For one thing, he points out, there is the
producing diet, however, the same compound doesn't disappear but
greatly
that only a few animals, humans among them, are unable to
change
fact
This
levels.
normal
above
increased
actually
reduce the disease greatly, as compared to the artery damage in produce their own Vitamin C - and it is these animals that develop
atherosclerosis the most easily and spontaneously. Many other
rabbits receiving no vitamin C.
Many people believe an excess of choleBt�l or other fats in the animals are unlikely to develop the disease unless their diet is
bloodstream triggers artery disease. Cholestrol does play some specially manipulated as Dr. Verlangiere did. He also said, "We
role, but medical evidence suggests that cholestrol will only attach humans are particularly unique in our ability not to produce our
itself to blood vessels if anything is wrong with them - if they are own vitamin C. The only other animals that can't are apes, certain
bow the bats, some tropical birds, and guinea pigs - and it has been found,
rough, irregular, or otherwise abnormal . It isn't known
blood vessel lining in the first place to permit cholesterol to grab by the way that all you need to do to cause atherosclerosis in guinea
hold and form plaques. Dr. Verlangiere's work led him to a pigs is to remove vitamin C. from the diet. All other animals make
particular compound chondrotin-4-sulfate. He singled this out their own vitamin on their own. Insects can do it, reptiles can do it,

Anthony Verlangiere, Ph.D says in Prevention Magazine, "a
deficinecy of vitamin C is one of the major underlying causes of
atherosclerosis. Previous studies shows that vitamin C both with
animals and human beings seems to play a protective role in the

because there were changes in a whole group of compounds, but but we can' t."
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wider i n tellectua l or human
context, to use bibliographic and
research techniques appropriate
to his fields of interest, to analyze
materials critically, and to work
independently.
If the materials demonstrate
these competencies, the student
graduates and takes his portfolio
with him, to use as he wishes.
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Hold fast to dreams,
for if dreams die,
life is a
1 ' broken winged bird
that
cannot fly.
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